"PICK" YOUR PREFERENCES

Does your son like his nectarines firm, but you like yours soft? Need an unripe cantaloupe for a party next week? Want the sweetest watermelon for a summer cocktail? Based on your needs, you can set your preferences to find the specific fruit customized to your liking. Interact with the sliders to your personal taste.

DOWNLOAD THE APP(LE)

Ready for your fruit shopping experience to be revolutionized? Tired of eating disappointing mangoes after not knowing how to choose the right one? Fear not! Navigate to your phone’s app store and download the One-in-a-Melon app to start the journey to find your perfect fruit. First, set up your profile by starring favorite fruits, recipes, and more!

GET OLIVE THE FACTS

Want to know the nutritional facts of an individual fruit? Just pick up that specific fruit and One-in-a-Melon will give you an in-depth review of its nutritional info, where it was grown, the best season for that fruit, and more! One-in-a-Melon will also give you healthy recipe recommendations that use the fruit.

FIND YOUR PEARFECT FRUIT

Hover over a basket of your chosen fruits to scan and voila! Using advanced artificial intelligence technology, One-in-a-Melon will indicate the perfect fruit tailored to your preferences and needs! Never go home with a disappointing fruit ever again.

CONTACT: GOBANANAS@ONEINAMELON.COM FOR INQUIRES
ONE-IN-A-MELON Q&A
A LOOK AT THE SUBLIME

WHO IS THIS APP MADE FOR?
Confused about how to pick fruits? This app is for anyone who wants to be more satisfied with their fruit choice! One-in-a-Melon is also generally great for anyone who wants to have a better understanding of their fruit’s makeup and have access to healthy recipes that involve tasty fruits!

WHAT DOES THIS APP DO FOR ME?
One-in-a-Melon is revolutionary for the fruit-shopping experience. This grape app will not only tell you what fruit is best for you based on your needs and preferences, it will also give you detailed nutritional/seasonal information on specific fruits, recipes that involve fruits, fun facts, and more!

HOW WILL THIS APP AFFECT MY WAY OF LIFE?
Although in itself, One-in-a-Melons’s effect on way of life is not berry big, there are many fruitful experiences that can be enhanced. For example, fruit is highly associated with seasons; it is a particularly sensual food (smells, texture), which ties it closely to our memories, to feelings of nostalgia.

WILL THIS APP TRANSCEND ME?
Unfortunately, no. There are many amazing features of this app, but true transcendence is not one of them. However, you may be transcended in the eyes of your friends, because you can pick the perfect fruit everytime. Orange you glad that this app exists?

WHAT TECHNOLOGY DOES THIS APP USE?
Our data privacy policy is completely transparent. Your data is completely secure and we do not sell your information to third-parties. We use advanced artificial intelligence to scan the fruit’s 3D exterior and use machine learning to determine the best fruit based on your preferences and needs.

ARE THERE IN-APP PURCHASES?
Currently, there are options to buy additional appealing nutritional guides targeting steps for individual health and what fruit to buy based on your personal body/digestive system. To get access to all of these guides, they are available for $1.99.

FRUIT FUN FACTS :) 
The honeydew was revered as a sacred food by the ancient Egyptians.
A pineapple is not an “apple” it is actually a berry.
Each pineapple plant only produces one pineapple per year.
Strawberries are not really berries at all. They are the enlarged receptacle of a flower.
Watermelons and pumpkins are classified as berries.
Almond is not a nut, but in fact a member of the peach family.
Most commercial fruits are clones.